Cellular and molecular actions of lamotrigine: Possible mechanisms of efficacy in bipolar disorder.
Several clinical studies have investigated the use of the anticonvulsant lamotrigine (LTG) as a treatment for bipolar affective disorder. Evidence suggests that this drug may have a broad spectrum of utility in this illness, having both mood-stabilising (antimanic) and acute antidepressant properties. This makes this molecule of particular interest in helping to understand the underlying disease processes. In this review, we describe the cellular and molecular actions of LTG that may contribute to its action in bipolar disorder. LTG preferentially inhibits neuronal hyperexcitability and modifies synaptic plasticity via use- and voltage-dependent inhibition of neuronal voltage-activated Na+ channels and possibly high-voltage-activated Ca>cf6>2+>cf1> channels. As a consequence, it reduces excessive transmitter release in the brain. Indirectly, these effects would be expected to regulate aberrant intracellular and intercellular signalling in critical regions of the limbic forebrain where hyperactivity may occur in mania, and thus may be directly relevant to its mood-stabilising properties. Whether other molecular actions of LTG, for example on monoamine disposition, could contribute to its antidepressant activity, are less clear at present but warrant further investigation.